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Cisco

Exam Questions 300-820
Implementing Cisco Collaboration Cloud and Edge Solutions (CLCEI)
NEW QUESTION 1
Which configuration is required when implementing Mobile and Remote Access on Cisco Expressway?

A. IPS
B. SAML authentication
C. Cisco Unified CM publisher address
D. SSO

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 2
Which two items are configured when deploying a B2B collaboration solution? (Choose two.)

A. SIP trunk between Cisco Unified Communications Manager and Cisco Expressway-C
B. search rules in Cisco Expressway-E
C. SIP trunk between Cisco Unified Communications Manager and Cisco Expressway-E
D. traversal client on a Cisco Expressway-E
E. DNS zone on a Cisco Expressway-C

Answer: A B

NEW QUESTION 3
What are two reasons why port 8443 is unreachable from the Internet to the Expressway-E? (Choose two.)

A. The MRA license is missing on the Expressway-E.
B. The Unified Communications zone is down.
C. Transform is not configured on Expressway-E.
D. The SRV record for _cisco-uds is misconfigured.
E. The firewall is blocking the port.

Answer: D E

NEW QUESTION 4
Refer to the exhibit. When configuring a search rule that routes calls to a zone, what occurs when 13358 is dialed?

A. 13358 is replaced by 135, and then is sent to the local zone.
B. 13358 is replaced by 135 and remains in the same zone.
C. 13358 is replaced by 135, and then is sent to the traversal zone.
D. 13358 is sent directly to the traversal zone.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 5
Refer to the exhibit. Which description of the transformation is true?

A. It converts 4123@exp-name.exp.domain:<port> to 4123@exp.domain
B. It changes all patterns that begin with 4123@exp-name.exp.domain:<port> to 1@exp.domain
C. It changes 413@exp-name.exp.domain:<port> to 413@exp.domain
D. It converts 4.3@exp-name.exp.domain:<port> to 1@exp.domain

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 6
An organization with a domain name of example.com. Which two SRV records are valid for a SIP and H.323 communication? (Choose two.)

A. _sips._tcp.example.com
B. _sips._udp.example.com
C. _h323ls._udp.example.com
D. _h323ls._tcp.example.com
E. _collab-edge._tls.example.com

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 7
Which two statements about Mobile and Remote Access certificate are true? (Choose two.)

A. Expressway Core can use private CA signed certificate.
B. You must upload the root certificates in the phone trust store.
C. Expressway must generate certificate signing request.
D. Expressway Edge must use public CA signed certificate.
E. The Jabber client can work with public or private CA signed certificate.

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 8
What is the Cisco-recommended key length in bits for a Cisco Expressway certificate?

A. 1024
B. 2048
C. 4096
D. 8192

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 9
A company has enabled ICE to optimize call flows and improve video quality between their Cisco Collaboration endpoints internally and externally. For which reason would you see activity on the TURN server when a call is established between two external endpoints?

A. The video call is using encryption, which is not supported by ICE with CUCM 12.5
B. ICE cannot reduce the packet loss on the link
C. A STUN cannot punch holes in the firewall
D. The video call is using 4K resolution, which is not supported by ICE with CUCM 12.5

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 10
Refer to the exhibit. In an environment SIP devices are registered to CUCM and H.323 devices to VCS. What would be required to enable these calls to setup correctly?

A. Create a presearch transform.
B. Change the domain of SIP endpoint A to cisco.com.
C. Disable SIP in the external zone.
D. Change the interworking mode to On.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 11
When determining why Mobile and Remote Access to Cisco TelePresence equipment does not work anymore for an organization. There are several administrators and configuration changes could have happened without anyone knowing. Internal communication seems to be working, but no external system can register or call anywhere. Gathering symptoms, you also discover that no internal systems can call out either. What is TraversalZone missing that causes this issue?

A. link to the DefaultZone
B. pipe to the DefaultZone
C. SIP trunk to the DefaultZone
D. route pattern to the DefaultZone

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 12
Which entry in the public (external) DNS is valid to configure DNS SRV records for a Cisco Mobile and Remote Access solution?

A. _cisco-uds._tcp.<domain>
B. _cisco-mra._tls.<domain>
C. _collab-edge._tls.<domain>
D. _cisco-expwy._tls.<domain>

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 13
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